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Getting Started
 

While bouldering may not be the oldest way to climb, it surely appears
to be quite recent. It does not demand obscure knots or tall walls, and it
is fun when done in groups. Mostly in many cities, bouldering
represents the most popular indoor climbing format. It is an excellent
way to learn, train or even have a quality time.
 

However, one needs to have some ideas about bouldering if you aim to
make the most of it. For helping out, we have summarized a
comprehensive guide for beginning your career in bouldering.
 

If you are a beginner in bouldering, you should know these.
 

 



What Does Bouldering Mean?
 

Bouldering are climbs that get shielded by pads and not ropes.
 

Basically, bouldering will not be taking you extremely high away from
ground level – a lot of boulder “problems” are shy of 15 or 12 feet in
height. The majority of outdoor challenges are linked with large
boulders, while some are associated with low cliffs.
 

Similar to many climbing genres, this description can be confusing. A
couple of boulder problems come longer than the 15 ft., but since they
do not go far away from ground level they are still shielded with pads.
These particular climbs are more of sport routes than they are boulder
problems traditionally, though they are still grouped as boulders.
 

Some other times, tall boulders do have bolts, qualifying them as sport
climbs. Very tall problems seem to create a thin line between free
soloing (wall climbing without any ropes) and bouldering. You can only
�ind pads to be helpful beyond certain points.
 

Generally, boulder problems, however, represent short sequences
which lay more emphasis on technique and power instead of long-
lasting endurance.
 

That does not make bouldering less dif�icult – the boulder problems are
always going to make you gasp for air. Similar to longer routes, the
boulder problems come with various dif�iculty levels.
 

 



A background look at V Scale and F Scale
 

Interestingly, climbing grades make a polarizing subject in thisworld of
bouldering, and I advise beginner boulders to put very little stocks in
them. Climbing grades always make for a heated discussion subject
within the community, with beginner boulders advised not to pay so
much attention to it.
 

Grades represent a loose communication means where climbers inform
one another about how they are dealing with their problems. Grades
that are not so tight are actually helpful, though they vary greatly and
resist consensus (mostly indoors)
 

The most popular boulder grading systems are the V Scale or Hueco
system and the F Scale or Fontainebleau system.
V Scale: This Grading Scale Is Most Popular in Oceania & North America
 

In Oceania and North America V scale is common. It starts with V0,
counting upwards: V1, V2, etc.
 

V0 problems do have their fair share of challenge – should you come
from route grade, V0 problem could do moves up to 5.10 climbs.
However, some new problems bear “VB”, meaning such problem is not
as bad as V0 is.
 

In the starting bouldering months, many climbers acquaint themselves
with V0 to V2 range problems. Ascending the grades turns out to be
dif�icult, and succeeding with double digits only show that you are an A-
pro�ile climber.
 

The scale’ upper end is actually unlimited. The most dif�icult boulder
problem worldwide is the Burden or Dreams, Nalle Hukkataival’s opus,
receiving a V17 grade.
Font Scale: Popular Grading Scale within Asia & Europe
In Asia and Europe you normally see the F Scale. It begins at 1; similarly
open-ended as V Scale, but has problems that have grades not up to 3.
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